
Year 4    Animals inc Humans Topic (Tier 3) Vocabulary 

An animal with a back 
bone 

An animal with no back
bone 

Something that is alive 

Something that has 
never been alive  

(rocks) 

Surroundings, habitat

Make dirty, 
contaminate

-fur or hair   -warm blooded
-drink milk when they are babies

-warm blooded -wings, feathers, a beak
-babies hatch from eggs 

-scales -cold blooded  
-usually lay eggs on land 

-live in water and on land -moist skin
-usually lay eggs 

-live in water -have gills, scales, fins
-cold blooded     -usually lay eggs 

Tier 2 Vocabulary 

Things that are the same 

Proof 

Correct

Think about what will 
happen

use evidence to make a 
decision 

Classification Key

Environments can change 
and that this can 

sometimes pose dangers to 
living things. 

Human made threats to the 
environment:
-Air pollution 

-Water pollution 
-Rubbish 

A classification key is a series of 
questions that help you identify 
and group something.



Prior learning 

Animals can be put in to groups Y1
Alive, dead, never alive Y2
Basic food chains Y2
Basic needs for survival Y2 
Use of keys to sort (rocks) Y3 

Rights of the Child/Global Goals

Global Goal 14: Life below water         
Global Goal 15: Life on land
Article 29 I have the right to an education 
which develops my personality, respect for 
others’ rights and the environment.

National Treasures 
Jane Goodall is a British scientist. She 
is an expert on chimpanzees. She 
campaigns to protect the environment, 
for animal rights and for conservation.  

Big Ideas
Habitats provide living things with 
what they need. 

Living things have systems, each 
with its own job.



Year 4    

Topic (Tier 3) Vocabulary 

Changing food in to energy 

Liquid that helps you chew and 
digest food

An animal that hunts other animals 

An animal that is hunted 

Tier 2 Vocabulary 

Things that are the same 

Proof 

Correct

Think about what will happen

use evidence to make a 
decision 



Prior learning 

Body parts that link to senses  Y1
Basic needs for survival Y2
Skeleton Y3
Healthy eating KS1/Y3

Rights of the Child/Global Goals

Article 24: Every child has the right to the 
best possible health. 
Global Goal 3: Good health and wellbeing. 

National Treasures 
British wildlife and their food chains 

Barn owl

Big Ideas
Living things have systems, 
each with its own job.



Year 4    Changing Materials 

Topic (Tier 3) Vocabulary 

Solid, liquid or gas

Changing from solid 
to liquid

Changing from 
liquid to gas 

Changing from gas 
to liquid 

Used to measure 
temperature 

Tier 2 Vocabulary 

Things that are the same 

Proof 

Correct

Think about what will 
happen

use evidence to make a 
decision 

The rate of evaporation increases as 
temperature increases.



National Treasures 

The Snowman 

Prior learning 

Materials’ properties and uses KS1

Rights of the Child/Global Goals

Article 13
I have the right to find out and share 
information.
Global Goal: responsible consumption and 
production. 

Big Ideas
Materials can exist in different 
states; these states can 
sometimes be changed.



Year 4    

Topic (Tier 3)
Vocabulary 

High or low

The object that
makes the sound 

Part of the ear that
vibrates when sound 
reaches it causing 
you to hear things

Where something 
comes from

Loud or quiet 

Tier 2 Vocabulary 
Things that are the
same 

Proof 

Correct

Think about what 
will happen

use evidence to 
make a decision The volume of a 

sound is how loud 
or quiet the sound 
is.  It can be 
altered by 
changing the 
strength of 
vibrations e.g. 
banging harder on 
a drum. Sounds 
are vibrations that 
travel through the 
air.



National Treasures 

British orchestras:
Groups of musicians who play together. 

Prior learning 

Solid, liquid and gas (Y4) 
Properties of materials (KS1 and Y3)

Rights of the Child/
Global Goals

Article 13
I have the right to find out 
and share information.

Big Ideas
Light and sound can be reflected 
and absorbed; They enable us to 
see and hear.



Year 4    

Topic (Tier 3) Vocabulary 

This can open and close an electrical circuit

A closed path followed by an electrical 
current. 
A type of energy that can power electrical 
appliances 

Tier 2 Vocabulary 

Things that are the same 

Proof 

Correct

Think about what will happen

use evidence to make a decision 

Appliances That Use 
Electricity



National Treasures 

Wind farms: These are a renewable sources of 
electricity around the UK. 

Prior learning 

Some sources of light are electrical  Y3

Rights of the Child/Global Goals

Article 13
I have the right to find out and share 
information.
Global Goals 7 and 12: 
-Affordable and clean energy
-Responsible consumption and production. 

Big Ideas
Electricity can make circuits 
work and can be controlled to 
perform useful functions.


